International College of Manitoba
In-class Midterm Stylistic Analysis (1)
DATE: Wednesday February 21, 2018; Saturday February 24, 2017
DURATION: 3 hours in-class
COURSE TITLE: Thematic Approaches to Literature 1400
EXAMINER: Kim Olynyk
Analyze one (1) of the following passages and write two (2) paragraphs, which take into account
elements of the passage’s structure and larger meaning. Refer to the techniques used for analyzing
literature and film, for example dramatic structure, sentence structure, irony, figurative language (simile,
metaphor, personification), foreshadowing, point-of-view, tone, setting, themes, and imagery to name
only a few. A good paragraph is ½ to ¾ of a page. Balance paragraphs and double-space your work.
Choose any three (3) stylistic literary or rhetorical devices for your analysis. You can use more but
remember to provide textual evidence and analysis for a minimum of three (3). Do not just identify the
devices but explain how they alter the work and our experience of its meaning and significance.
1. In your first paragraph provide the name of the author and the title of the work.
2. Then summarize in 1 or 2 sentences the important plot elements from the selected passage
that contributes to the overall dramatic structure.
3. Briefly describe the general themes.
4. And at the end of the paragraph explain what devices you will cover in the body
paragraph.
5. Use textual evidence from the passage to support your view of the use of the devices.
6. In the second paragraph analyze your literary or narrative devices by providing textual
evidence and or quotes from the passage or scenes to support the author’s use of each device and
links to the deeper meaning or ask yourself what is at stake for the author.
7. Link each device back to the larger meaning or significance of the overall importance of the
work or messages embodied in the text.
8.Conclude your analysis at the end of the second paragraph by going back to your introduction
and restating the literary devices you explored.
9.Ensure you double-space your work and use the MLA format.
10. Provide a Work Cited.
Passages
Passage 1

The master looked asleep, and I ventured soon after sunrise to quit the room and steal out to the
pure refreshing air. The servants thought me gone to shake off the drowsiness of my protracted
watch; in reality, my chief motive was seeing Mr. Heathcliff. If he had remained among the
larches all night, he would have heard nothing of the stir at the Grange; unless, perhaps, he might
catch the gallop of the messenger going to Gimmerton. If he had come nearer, he would probably
be aware, from the lights flitting to and fro, and the opening and shutting of the outer doors, that

all was not right within. I wished, yet feared, to find him. I felt the terrible news must be told,
and I longed to get it over; but how to do it I did not know. He was there - at least, a few yards
further in the park; leant against an old ash-tree, his hat off, and his hair soaked with the dew that
had gathered on the budded branches, and fell pattering round him. He had been standing a long
time in that position, for I saw a pair of ousels passing and repassing scarcely three feet from
him, busy in building their nest, and regarding his proximity no more than that of a piece of
timber. They flew off at my approach, and he raised his eyes and spoke:- ‘She’s dead!’ he said;
‘I’ve not waited for you to learn that. Put your handkerchief away - don’t snivel before me.
Damn you all! she wants none of your tears!’
I was weeping as much for him as her: we do sometimes pity creatures that have none of the
feeling either for themselves or others. When I first looked into his face, I perceived that he had
got intelligence of the catastrophe; and a foolish notion struck me that his heart was quelled and
he prayed, because his lips moved and his gaze was bent on the ground.
’Yes, she’s dead!’ I answered, checking my sobs and drying my cheeks. ‘Gone to heaven, I hope;
where we may, every one, join her, if we take due warning and leave our evil ways to follow
good!’
’Did SHE take due warning, then?’ asked Heathcliff, attempting a sneer. ‘Did she die like a
saint? Come, give me a true history of the event. How did - ?’
He endeavoured to pronounce the name, but could not manage it; and compressing his mouth he
held a silent combat with his inward agony, defying, meanwhile, my sympathy with an
unflinching, ferocious stare. ‘How did she die?’ he resumed, at last - fain, notwithstanding his
hardihood, to have a support behind him; for, after the struggle, he trembled, in spite of himself,
to his very finger-ends.
’Poor wretch!’ I thought; ‘you have a heart and nerves the same as your brother men! Why
should you be anxious to conceal them? Your pride cannot blind God! You tempt him to wring
them, till he forces a cry of humiliation.’
’Quietly as a lamb!’ I answered, aloud. ‘She drew a sigh, and stretched herself, like a child
reviving, and sinking again to sleep; and five minutes after I felt one little pulse at her heart, and
nothing more!’
’And - did she ever mention me?’ he asked, hesitating, as if he dreaded the answer to his
question would introduce details that he could not bear to hear.
’Her senses never returned: she recognised nobody from the time you left her,’ I said. ‘She lies
with a sweet smile on her face; and her latest ideas wandered back to pleasant early days. Her
life closed in a gentle dream - may she wake as kindly in the other world!’
’May she wake in torment!’ he cried, with frightful vehemence, stamping his foot, and groaning
in a sudden paroxysm of ungovernable passion. ‘Why, she’s a liar to the end! Where is she? Not

THERE - not in heaven - not perished - where? Oh! you said you cared nothing for my
sufferings! And I pray one prayer - I repeat it till my tongue stiffens - Catherine Earnshaw, may
you not rest as long as I am living; you said I killed you - haunt me, then! The murdered DO
haunt their murderers, I believe. I know that ghosts HAVE wandered on earth. Be with me
always - take any form - drive me mad! only DO not leave me in this abyss, where I cannot find
you! Oh, God! it is unutterable! I CANNOT live without my life! I CANNOT live without my
soul!’
Passage 2
We sleep as we walk. Walk as we dream.
Winnipeg has ten times the sleepwalking rate of any other city in the world.
And because we dream of where we walk
and walk to where dream,
we are always lost, befuddled.
Asleep on foot,
the Winnipegger is a citizen of the night.
The Winnipeg night.
Why is this so?
Why are we so sleepy?
Why can’t we just open our eyes?
Is it the mythically paired river forks,
the bio-magnetic influence of our bison?
The powerful northern lights?
We don’t know.
We sleep.
We sleepwalk.
We sleepwalk.
We show up on old doorsteps . . .
old homes. . .our old homes. . .
those of our old sweethearts . . .
and we are allowed by civic law to carry the keys of these old dreamy domiciles.
Of these old dreamy addresses.
And those who live at old homes
must always take in a lost sleepwalker.
Must let the confused one stay till he wakes.
In Winnipeg, its the law.
These old dreamy addresses, keys, keys.
Winnipeg.
Home.

Passage 3

Last night I dreamt I went to Manderley again. It seemed to me I stood by the iron gate leading
to the drive, and for a while I could not enter, for the way was barred to me. There was a padlock
and chain upon the gate. I called in my dream to the lodge-keeper, and had no answer, and
peering closer through the rusted spokes of the gate I saw that the lodge was uninhabited.
No smoke came from the chimney, and the little lattice windows gaped forlorn. Then, like all
dreamers, I was possessed of a sudden with supernatural powers and passed like a spirit through
the barrier before me. The drive wound away in front of me, twisting and turning as it had
always done, but as I advanced I was aware that a change had come upon it; it was narrow and
unkempt, not the drive that we had known. At first I was puzzled and did not understand, and it
was only when I bent my head to avoid the low swinging branch of a tree that I realized what had
happened. Nature had come into her own again and, little by little, in her stealthy, insidious way
had encroached upon the drive with long, tenacious fingers. The woods, always a menace even in
the past, had triumphed in the end. They crowded, dark and uncontrolled, to the borders of the
drive. The beeches with white, naked limbs leant close to one another, their branches
intermingled in a strange embrace, making a vault above my head like the archway of a church.
And there were other trees as well, trees that I did not recognize, squat oaks and tortured elms
that straggled cheek by jowl with the beeches, and had thrust themselves out of the quiet earth,
along with monster shrubs and plants, none of which I remembered.
The drive was a ribbon now, a thread of its former self, with gravel surface gone, and choked
with grass and moss. The trees had thrown out low branches, making an impediment to progress;
the gnarled roots looked like skeleton claws. Scattered here and again amongst this jungle
growth I would recognize shrubs that had been landmarks in our time, things of culture and
grace, hydrangeas whose blue heads had been famous. No hand had checked
their progress, and they had gone native now, rearing to monster height without a bloom, black
and ugly as the nameless parasites that grew beside them.
On and on, now east now west, wound the poor thread that once had been our drive. Sometimes I
thought it lost, but it appeared again, beneath a fallen tree perhaps, or struggling on the other side
of a muddied ditch created by the winter rains. I had not thought the way so long. Surely the
miles had multiplied, even as the trees had done, and this path led but to a labyrinth, some
choked wilderness, and not to the house at all. I came upon it suddenly; the approach masked by
the unnatural growth of a vast shrub that spread in all directions, and I stood, my heart thumping
in my breast, the strange prick of tears behind my eyes.
There was Manderley, our Manderley, secretive and silent as it had always been, the grey stone
shining in the moonlight of my dream, the mullioned windows reflecting the green lawns and the

terrace. Time could not wreck the perfect symmetry of those walls, nor the site itself, a jewel in
the hollow of a hand.
The terrace sloped to the lawns, and the lawns stretched to the sea, and turning I could see the
sheet of silver placid under the moon, like a lake undisturbed by wind or storm. No waves would
come to ruffle this dream water, and no bulk of cloud, wind-driven from the west, obscure the
clarity of this pale sky. I turned again to the house, and though it stood inviolate, untouched, as
though we ourselves had left but yesterday, I saw that the garden had obeyed the jungle law,
even as the woods had done. The rhododendrons stood fifty feet high, twisted and entwined with
bracken, and they had entered into alien marriage with a host of nameless shrubs, poor, bastard
things that clung about their roots as though conscious of their spurious origin. A lilac had mated
with a copper beech, and to bind them yet more closely to one another the malevolent ivy,
always an enemy to grace, had thrown her tendrils about the pair and made them prisoners. Ivy
held prior place in this lost garden, the long strands crept across the lawns, and soon would
encroach upon the house itself. There was another plant too, some half-breed from the woods,
whose seed had been scattered long ago beneath the trees and then forgotten, and now, marching
in unison with the ivy, thrust its ugly form like a giant rhubarb towards the soft grass where the
daffodils had blown. Nettles were everywhere, the vanguard of the army. They choked the
terrace, they sprawled about the paths, they leant, vulgar and lanky, against the very windows of
the house. They made indifferent sentinels, for in many places their ranks had been broken by the
rhubarb plant, and they lay with crumpled heads and listless stems, making a pathway for the
rabbits. I left the drive and went on to the terrace, for the nettles were no barrier to me, a
dreamer. I walked enchanted, and nothing held me back. Moonlight can play odd tricks upon the
fancy, even upon a dreamer's fancy.
As I stood there, hushed and still, I could swear that the house was not an empty shell but lived
and breathed as it had lived before.
Light came from the windows, the curtains blew softly in the night air, and there, in the library,
the door would stand half open as we had left it, with my handkerchief on the table beside the
bowl of autumn roses. The room would bear witness to our presence. The little heap of library
books marked ready to return, and the discarded copy of The Times. Ashtrays, with the stub of a
cigarette; cushions, with the imprint of our heads upon them, lolling in the chairs; the charred
embers of our log fire still smouldering against the morning. And Jasper, dear Jasper, with his
soulful eyes and great, sagging jowl, would be stretched upon the floor, his tail a-thump when he
heard his master's footsteps.
A cloud, hitherto unseen, came upon the moon, and hovered an instant like a dark hand before a
face. The illusion went with it, and the lights in the windows were extinguished. I looked upon a
desolate shell, soulless at last, unhaunted, with no whisper of the past about its staring walls. The
house was a sepulchre, our fear and suffering lay buried in the ruins. There would be no
resurrection. When I thought of Manderley in my waking hours I would not be bitter. I should

think of it as it might have been, could I have lived there without fear. I should remember the
rose-garden in summer, and the birds that sang at dawn. Tea under the chestnut tree, and the
murmur of the sea coming up to us from the lawns below. I would think of the blown lilac, and
the Happy Valley.

